Fast-track Extubation after Cardiac Surgery
The Results/Progress to Date

The Problem
At BIDMC, the length of intubation time for post operative cardiac surgery patients
was increasing, and in 2009, post operative cardiac intubation times were greater
than a national benchmark.

Aim
Create a multidisciplinary task force to improve processes that impact extubation
times and improve the fast track extubation process in postoperative cardiac surgery
care.

The Team
CVICU staff
Respiratory therapy
Clinical laboratory

Radiology
Cardiac surgery
Cardiac Anesthesia

The Interventions
Multidisciplinary team formed to review and update fast track extubation guidelines
with goal time four hours or less for intubation time

Radiology - multiple trips to ICU for same patient and delay from time of
patient arrival in ICU and X-ray available to view
o Goal was defined for postoperative X-ray to be available within 1 hour
o Order set to include postoperative cardiac surgery X-ray and that
triggers radiology to await call from unit that patient has arrived
o Track result times and evaluate any delays

Laboratory – delay in results of postoperative labs
o Goal was defined for results to be available within1 hour of arrival
o Changed chemistry tube from Corvac to green, to expedite results
o For accuracy, RN to print slip at time of lab draw
o Track result times and evaluate any delays

Management of paralytics and reversals
o Cardiac anesthesia and CVICU nurses worked on evaluation of TOF
o Cardiac anesthesia goal is for patient to arrive with 1-4/4 twitches upon
arrival to CVICU for fast track extubation patients
o CVICU RN changed reversals to be given when 2-4/4 twitches

ICU provider, CVICU RN and Respiratory therapy
o Discussion on arrival by ICU provider, RN, and RT to fast track
o Extubation guidelines allow for RN and RT to extubate based on their
assessment, if patient is within the guidelines for fast track extubation,
without ICU provider at the bedside

Lessons Learned
 While practices are considered standard, they may need to be changed to serve
patients better, as with reversals and paralytics in cardiac surgery
 To make change possible and lasting, one must incorporate all groups that are
involved in the care of the patient. This included taking into account how new
processes effect flow within all departments.

Next Steps/What Should Happen Next
 Continue to monitor extubation times
 Further education for CVICU staff in relation to paralytics/sedation/reversals
 Continue with surveys to evaluate impact on different departments and receive input
as to how to improve process that affects them
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